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ABSTRACT 
An algorithm is described to derive the transfer function of  two variable networks or systems from 
the state equations. The algorithm is suitable for computer-aided procedures and gives recurrence 
relations f rom which the coeff icients of  the transfer function can be calculated. An alternative to 
this algorithm is to solve the state equations directly which requires a matrix inversion step at each 
frequency. By using the algorithm the coefficients of  the transfer function are calculated only once 
and this offers substantial saving in computer  time. 
1. THE STATE AND OUTPUT EQUATIONS OF A 
TWO VARIABLE SYSTEM 
A two variable system or network can be represented in 
the complex frequency domain by state and output 
equations of the form 
2X2] [A21 iA22 +BU,  (1) 
and 
Y = C ~+D U (2) 
where [X1 !x2]T is the state vector 
s I and s 2 are the two complex frequency variables, 
U and Y are the input and output vectors, respectively 
and 
A, B, C and D are the matrices of the state and output 
equations. 
From equations (1) and (2), the output vector Y of the 
two-dimensional system is given by 
Y --- [C i~ -1 B +D] U, (3) 
where 
' I X [ _A21 ',s2 n -A22 ](m+n) 
I m and I n are identity matrices of order m,n respectively 
and 
m and n are the dimensions of the vectors X 1 and X 2 
respectively. 
The output in the frequency domain can be calculated 
function in a semi-symbolic form and the coefficients 
of the transfer function are calculated only once for a 
given system. The: method is an extension to the Fadeava 
(or Souriau-Frame) algorithm in the one variable case 
[1-2]. 
The inversion of the (re+n) matrix ~ in (2) can be 
written as 
m n m-i n-j 
]g ~ s 2 ~-1 = adj _A = i=0 i=0 Ni,j Sl 
det ~, m n - ,  (4) 
E ]g di,j s? - i  s2-J 
i=0 j=0 
where di, j are constants, Ni, j are (m+n) square matrices, 
d0, 0 = 1 and N0, 0 is a null matrix. 
The matrix ~, can be written as 
= [s I I 1 +s 2 I2 -  A], (5) 
'jim} °] _- 19__io_] 
where 11 [ ,,O/(m+n ) "  x 2 
= ~--U- , [~j ~i~(m+n) 
and 
A_FAll !A121 
- [X21- i -~2J  (m+n)" 
The singular matrices 11 and 12 have the following pro- 
perties 
IlI 1 = I1, 
I2I 2 = I2, (6) 
IlI 2 = I2I 1 = [0]m+n 
and 
I i+I  2 = Ira+ n, 
where Ira+ n is identity matrix of order (re+n). 
directly from (3), but this requires the inversion of a 
matrix of order m+n at each frequency. The present work We also define the singular matrices A1 and A 2 as 
gives an algorithm for the determination of the transfer follows, 
* The authors are with the Electronics Laboratories, The University of  Kent at Canterbury,  Canter- 
bury, Kent,  England. 
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[A11i A12] 
A1 = I1 A=[-0 .... [--()---] m +n 
and (7) 
A 2 = 12 A = [_._0____[___0___] [A21i A22]m+n 
In the following sections an algorithm will be developed 
to calculate di, j and Ni, j of equation (4) and the transfer 
function in terms of the variables  1 and s 2. 
2. THE CHARACTERISTIC EQUATION 
The characteristic equation is given by the determinant 
of X 
m n m-1 n-j 
IX[= Z ~ d. s I s 2 (8) 
i=0 j=0 1,j 
and the problem is to Fred the coefficients di, j. 
We define two new variables t I and t 2 by 
S l=Xt  I and s2=Xt2,  
where ), is a dummy variable used to identify the various 
terms in the expansion of [Ai. In terms of t I and t 2 we 
have, 
m n m-i n-j km+n-(i+j) 
[A[= ~ ~ d. t I t 2 (9) 
i=0 j=0 1,j 
m n 
= t I t 2 [A 0] (10) 
where X 0 = [k Ira+ n - A0] 
and A0 ---- [A1 t l l  + A2 t21]. 
The determinant IX0[ can be expressed in terms of the 
variable k
m+n 
[K0[ = Y~ dp k m+n-p, (11) 
p=0 
where dp = _lp r= l  ~ dp-r tr [A~] (12) 
Substituting (11) into (10), comparing with (9) and 
equating terms having the same power of X we get, 
if 
d = Z di, i t  i t [ (P- i )  - - 1 2 (13) 
P i=i 0 P- 
where 
p~<n 
i0= -n p>n 
and 
i f= [Pm p~<m 
p>m 
The trace tr [A r] can be written as  o 
t r [A0 l=tr [A 1t11+A2 - l r=  ~ ,r, ¢_k  r -k , -k  r-k t2 ] k=0 [k) tr["ll ~'12 It1 t2 ' 
(14) 
r _ r [  where 
(k)  - L-Y(., ( r -kT!  " 
The proof of (14) is similar to the proof of the binomial 
expansion of the sum of two matrices [3] and is valid 
even ifA.~ and A 2 do not commute, since their traces 
always will. 
Substituting for dp and dp_ r from (13) and for tr [A0] 
from (14) into (12) we get 
if y~ t-i t~(p-i7 
i=i0 di,p-i 1 
p lif r r k r-k 
_ 1 Z Z ~ (k 7tr[A 1A 2 ]dil,P_r_i 1 
P r=l i1=i10 k=0 
tl(i l+k) t2(P-il+k), (15) 
where 
p - r~<n 
i10= -r-n p - r>n 
and 
f -r i l l=  _ p - r>m 
Equation (15) is valid for all values of t I and t2, hence 
the coefficients of the expansion for the same powers 
o f t  I and t 2 must be equal. This occurs for i I = i -k  
and thus di, P_i can be obtained in the form 
=_1  ~ kf r _ k r-k 
di,p -i p r= lk~k 0 (k 7 tr[A 1A 2 ] di_k,p_r_i+ k' 
(16) 
where 
[0 r<~p - i  
k0= [ i -p  +r  r>p- i  
and 
k f= [i r~<i 
r> i  
The region of the above summation in the r-k plane is 
shown in fig. 1 (a 7. By substituting £ = r-k and j = p -i 
into equation (16), the region of the summation i  the 
£-k plane will be as shown in fig. l(b 7 and equation (167 
becomes 
did i+lj k~=0 =0 ( k )tr[A A2]di_k,j_ ~ (177 
where i = j = 0 and £ = k = 0 are excluded. 
Equation (17) gives the coefficients of the characteristic 
equation (8). 
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Fig. l(a). The region of summation of equation (16) in 
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Fig. 1 (b). The region of summation of equation 
(17) in the £-k plane. 
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3. EXPANSION OF THE MATRIX A-1 IN TERMS OF 
s 1 AND s 2 
The recurrence relations of the coefficient matrices Ni, j 
and constants di, j of equation (4) are given by 
Ni, j = Ni_l, j AI1 +d i_ l j  11 +Ni j_  1 A I2 ÷di j_ l  12 
(18) 
and 
- il+i [tr Ni, j A] (19) di,j 
where i = 0,1 ..... m,j = 0,1 ..... n and i =j  = 0 is excluded. 
Equation (18) can be proved as follows, 
From equation (4) and (5), we get 
m n m-i  n-j 
~ d. s 1 s 2 i=O j=O x,j Im+n 
n m m-i  n-j 
= ~ ~ N. . s  1 s 2 [s 1 I  l+s  212-A]  (20) 
i=O j=O *,J 
Equation (20) is valid for all values of s 1 and s2, hence 
the coefficients of S l  - i  s; -j in both sides must be equal. 
Equating the coefficients in both sides and rearranging 
we get" 
Ni+l, j 11 + Ni,j+ 1 12 = Ni, j A +di, j Im+ n. (21) 
For the i - l , j  term we have 
Ni, j I 1 + Ni_l,j+ 1 12 = Ni_l, j A+ di_l, j Ira+ n (22) 
and for the i,j-1 term we have 
Ni+l,j_ 1 11 +Ni, j 12 = Ni,j_ 1 A+di j _ l  Ira+ n. (23) 
Post-multiplying (22) and (23) by 11 and 12 respectively, 
and adding, we get (18). 
The method of mathematical induction will be used to 
prove (19). Let us assume 
- i l j  tr[Ni, j A], (24) qi,j 
where i = 0, 1 ..... m,j = 0, 1 ..... n, i = j  = 0 is excluded 
and q0, 0 = 1. 
First we shall prove that ql,0 = dl,0 and q0,1 = d0,1" 
Substituting i = 1 andj = 0 into (17) and (18), respect- 
ively, we get 
dl,0 = -tr [A1] 
and 
N1, 0 = 11. 
Thus ql,0 = -tr[I1 A] = -tr[A1] =d l ,  O. 
Similarly, it can be proved that qo, 1 = do, 1" 
Next, let us assume qp,r = dp,r for (p,r) = (0,0) .... (i-l,j), 
(i,j-1) and we shall prove qi,j = di,j" 
Post-multiplying (18) by A, we get 
Ni, j A= Ni_l, j AA 1 +di_l, j A 1 + Ni,j_ 1 AA 2 + dio_l A 2 
(25) 
The subscripts of the N matrices in the right-hand side 
are reduced successively by using (18) until they be- 
come zeros. The trace of the obtained expression of 
[Ni, j A] can be written in the form, 
k~ k ,£  
i ~ (£ )  di_k,j_ £tr [A 1A2] , (26) tr[Ni, jA] = k=0 £=0 
where i = j = 0 and k = £ = 0 are excluded. 
Hence from (17), (24) and (26) we have qi, j = di,j and 
the proof is completed. 
4. THE SEMI-SYMBOLIC FORM OF THE TRANSFER 
FUNCTION 
A particular transfer function, relating a single input 
to a single output, is written in the form 
[Sl im-Al l  i -A12 .1-1 
H (s 1,s2 ) = c L--- L-A2i- ---,, s2-[n-_-X2-~j b+d,  
where c is a row vector, b is a column vector, d is a scalar, 
c,b and d are obtained from the matrices C, B and D of 
(1) and (2) according to the input and output ports. 
From (4), H(s 1, s2) is rearranged in the form 
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trans- 
S 1 N S 2 (27) 
H(sl's2) = S 1 D S 2 
where  
N = [ni,j](m+l)X (n+l) is the numerator coefficients 
matrix, 
n. • = c Ni, j b + d (28) 1,j di,j' 
D =.  [di,j]Im+l)× (n+l) is the denominator coefficients 
matrtx, 
m m-1 
S 1 = Is I s I ... 1]m+l is a row vector, 
and 
n n-1 T 
S 2 = [s 2 s 2 ... 1]n+l is a column vector. 
The computer-aided algorithm for the calculation of the 
transfer function is based on direct application of equa- 
tions (18), (19) and (28) to obtain the matrices N and D. 
The procedure of the algorithm is illustrated by the array 
shown in fig. 2. In this array the matrices Ni 1 "'Ni " 1 
- , j  , J -  
and  the constants di_l, j and di,j_ 1 are required to eva- 
luate the matrix Ni, j according to (18). The procedure 
starts from the square (0,0) and proceeds row by row 
(or column by column). The last n columns (first m 
columns) of the matrices Ni, 0 (N0,j) are zeros. After 
calculating the coefficients of the transfer function its 
amplitude and phase can be calculated at each frequency. 
The method is recursive using only addition, partitions 
and multiplications of real constant matrices. The flow 
chart of this method is shown in fig. 3. 
Two examples are given below which were solved by 
using a state-space analysis program [4] incorporating 
the new algorithm and the results were compared with 
those obtained using the direct solution of the state 
equations by Crout's method. This method solves a set 
of complex linear equations using Crout's factorization 
Input A,b,c,d 
%,0 = [0] 
= d, d = 1 
OwO 0#0 
DO i = O,n 
j = O,m 
t 
ua~uuxau~ *"i,j' "i,j' ~i,j 
DO loop for 
frequency range 
Calculate the magnitude and 
phase of H(si,s 2) 
Fig. 3. Flow chart for calculating the 
coefficients of the transfer function 
with partial pivoting and double precision accumulation 
of inner products [5]. 
Example I 
A band-pass lumped/distributed third order, ladder filter 
was designed [6] to have the 3 dB cut-off requencies at
2.823 GHz and 3.183 GHz (f0 = 3 GHz). The circuit 
topology and element values are given in fig. 4a. The 
frequency and phase responses are shown in fig. 4(b) 
and 4(c). 
Example 2
A band-pass lumped/distributed fourth order filter, 
shown in flg. 5a was designed [7] to have a fiat response 
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TABLE 1. Comparison between our method & Crout's method 
Examples 
Example 1 
Example 2 
Order of the 
variable sl=JCo 
m 
Order of the 
variable 
s 2 = ejcoT 
n 
16 
No. of output 
points 
300 
100 
I 
Computation time in seconds 
using computer ICL 2960 
Our method Crout's method 
22 85 
22 90 
Accuracy 
10-8 
c L 
 021 
1 l 
T = 0.20485 ns R I = R 2 = 50f~ 
Z0l = 44.2 f~ L = 45 nB 
Z02 = 57.5 ~ C = 0.062 pF 
(a) 
21 - ~ 48 - 
. J  
~6- ~ 36 - 
32- 
8- z 
28- 
- I~  
-180 
F~[HCY(G.HZ) 
GÂ Y011 
, I ~  ] Y033 
| t __ l  C L Y044 
Y022 [ - - ] J~H' '  J Y022 
Y044 [ ! 
G I = G 2 = I mho Y033 { ~- -~ I '  
Y011 = Y022 = 0.86425 mho Y011 
Y033 = Y044 = 0.84397 
Y012 = Y021 = -0 .26303 
28- 
16  
12- 
8- 
c = 0.81309 F 
T= I s, 
tcl [£RGt£4~CR (L h7. ) 
Fig. 4. (a) Third order band-pass lumped-distributed 
fiher; (b) Frequency response; (c) Phase response 
(Example 1) 
and a centre angular f requency  60 0 = ~'/2 with 10 % 
bandwidth. The frequency response is shown in fig. 5b. 
In both examples the output voltages using our method 
and Crout's method agreed to 8 decimal places at all 
frequencies. Table 1 gives a comparison of the computa- 
tion times of the two methods. An improvement of
about 4 to i has been achieved in the computation time. 
The improvement in computation time is a function of 
the order of the matrix A and the number of the fre- 
quency points. In higher order networks and with more 
computation points greater saving in computation time 
should be achieved. 
4- 
8 
8 
L = 0.49845 H 
(a) 
ANGULAR FREOUENCI"(RAD/S ) 
(b) 
Fig. 5. Band-pass lumped/distributed £ther and its fre- 
quency response (Example 2). 
5. CONCLUSION 
An algorithm has been developed to obtain a semi- 
symbolic form of the transfer function of a two variable 
system or network. The state-space approach incorpora- 
ting the proposed algorithm provides an efficient general 
method for the analysis and synthesis of lumped/dis- 
tributed networks, non-commensurate distributed-line 
networks and two dimensional digital filters. The com- 
putation time is greatly reduced by using this algorithm 
compared to direct computation of the transfer function 
at each frequency. The algorithm could also be direcdy 
used to calculate the poles and zeros of the system and 
hence in studying its stability. The semi-symbolic form 
of the transfer function of lumped/distributed network 
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is required for  the calculation of  the t ime response by 
some methods  [8, 9]. 
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